VISTA Operations Management Systems

COMPLETE SECURITY SOLUTIONS
FOR ANY RETAIL BUSINESS

Value Beyond Security

VISTA OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Help ensure a significant return on investment by reducing
operating costs and increasing the overall profit of your business

The value of your security system

Honeywell’s VISTA Operations Management Systems are
designed to solve a wide variety of problems across any retail

goes beyond traditional loss prevention.

establishment. As the world’s largest and most experienced
manufacturer of electronic security systems, we provide

Designed with retailers in mind, our

integrated security and safety solutions to address the following
critical issues facing retailers:

systems are engineered to solve

• Shrinkage (Theft and
Vandalism)
• Employee Safety

diverse problems retailers face across
a variety of establishments.

• Employee Attendance
Management
• Hazardous Chemical

• Leakage
• Flooding
• Spoilage
• Fire and Smoke Damages
• Liability Issues and Claims
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Control your facility and protect your investment
Honeywell’s flexible and integrated VISTA Operations Management Systems can help minimize costs and
expand the scope of security management for any retailer. Our advanced line of communications and
monitoring equipment packages create a communication web that allows seamless security monitoring
from multiple locations at all times. It has been proven to provide the best value for the money you spend.

Remote Viewing
Operations
and Security
Solutions

The VISTA Operations Management System
can monitor what goes on in and around your
business, captures and stores digital images
of your visitors and employees and detects
attempted break-ins.

• View over a LAN/WAN
• Real-time or event capture viewing

Local Viewing

Fire and
Life Safety
Solutions

• Graphics Keypad
• TV, PC or Video Monitor
VISTA System
Server

The VISTA Operations Management System
can help safeguard the people and properties
of your business from the devastating
destruction of fire and deadly hazards of
chemical leaks such as carbon monoxide
and natural gas.

Central Station Monitoring

Environmental
Notification
Solutions

• 24/7 on-call response center
• Seamless wireless back-up in
the event a telephone or VoIP
communications signal is unavailable

• Dispatch appropriate authorities to

The VISTA Operations Management System
frees you from the worries of spoilage, water
leaks, flood damages and helps maintain the
safest and most comfortable environment for
employees and customers.

respond to the alarm condition

To learn more about Honeywell security products, please contact a Honeywell dealer in your area.

I. VISTA System Server
Increase Overall Business Productivity and Expand the Scope
of Security Management

Enhanced Integrated Protection
The VISTA System Server is the heart of any Honeywell VISTA Operations Management System. Whatever
system your business requires, the right control equipment is crucial for bringing the most effective
solutions together into one integrated system.
When combined with Honeywell’s user-friendly keypads, the server can be used to create a unique,
customized solution that seamlessly integrates security, video, access and sensor capabilities for any
business size and budget.

Dynamic and Effective Operations Management
Each VISTA server contains advanced communications features that allow you to monitor your facility at
all times both locally and remotely. All VISTA servers are agency tested, certified and monitored by central
stations round-the-clock to safeguard against burglary, vandalism, flooding and other emergencies.
We focus on the security so you’re free to focus on building your business.
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II. Operations and Security Solutions
Help Manage Your Business Effectively

The chamber of commerce
reports that $50 billion are lost
annually due to shrinkage—a

Honeywell’s Operations Management Systems

combination of employee theft,

can help you manage your resources, prevent

shoplifting, vendor fraud and

theft and break-ins and safeguard your

administrative error. The Wall

property, employees and customers from

Street Journal reported that up

crime, fire and other hazards. Our powerful

to 75% of all employees steal
at least once—half of these,

and easy-to-use digital surveillance, access

at least twice.

control and intrusion solutions are designed
to help increase your overall business profit by
turning everyday challenges into advantages.

Security
Monitor

With VISTA Operations Management Systems,
you benefit from:

• Advanced Remote Operations Management
• Seamless Theft & Vandalism Prevention
• Reliable Access Authorization Control
• Effective Employee Safety Management

DVR

CCTV Camera
Keypad

Request-to-Exit

Hold-up Switch
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Motion Sensor

III. Fire and Life Safety Solutions
Safeguard Your Business from Catastrophes

The NFPA states that an
estimated $3.8 billion in
property damage occurred

When dealing with the unpredictable and devastating

as a result of commercial

threat of fire and other life safety emergencies, the

fire in 2005, and 17,925

best defense is early detection. Honeywell’s VISTA

injuries and 3,675 deaths

Operations Management Systems offer an extensive

occurred in both residential

line of accurate and reliable fire alarm and life safety

and non-residential fires.

detection devices that are necessary tools for
safeguarding people and property.
Our fire and life safety products can help create a
custom designed system for your application type,
building size, code requirements and budget.
Along with the confidence that

With VISTA Operations
Management Systems,
you benefit from:

• Advanced accuracy and
reliability of early fire and
chemical leakage detections

• Instant system notification
• Rapid and multi-response
support

comes from building the world’s
most reliable conventional
Wireless
Transmitter

hardwired products, you also
have a variety of the industry’s
most advanced wireless products

Fire
Keypad

to choose from. Our advanced
wireless technology lets you

Wireless
Receiver

preserve the aesthetics of your
business and add extended

Wireless
Smoke Detector

protection where hard-to-wire

Manual
Pull Station

situations (such as the presence
of asbestos) prohibit wire routing.
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IV. Environmental Notification Solutions
Protect Your Assets and Inventory

Environmental control
concerns have never been
more prevalent for retailers.

Honeywell’s VISTA Operations Management Systems

An employee leaving a freezer

provide an advanced line of environmental notification

door ajar or a leaking pipe

products that help protect your business assets and

can cost thousands of dollars

inventory while maintaining the safest possible

in inventory. A leaky faucet

environment for customers and employees.

in a rest room can cost
millions in “slip and fall”

Our environmental detection products offer the

liability. Protection against

latest technologies to protect your business against

spoilage, flood, property

spoilage, flood, property loss and liability claims.

loss and liability claims are
an absolute necessity.

With VISTA Operations Management Systems,
you benefit from:

• The ability to choose sophisticated and dependable
temperature and water sensors that can be adapted
to your specific business requirements

• An “industry’s first” combined temperature

Temperature
Sensor

and flood detector to spot dangers quickly

• Rapid and seamless warning capabilities via remote

Water Sensor

and local communication paths
Wireless
Temp/Flood
Sensor
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